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Introduction   

My Background



What Am I Doing Here?

Well, it all started when I 
graduated from law school in 

1997



I Started to Teach Law/Ethics 
Courses for Colleagues (I Really 

Missed Teaching!)



My Phone Began to Ring



Family Members Would Call



Family Members Would Call

I didn’t know 
what to tell them



Patients/Clients Would Call



Patients/Clients Would Call

I didn’t know 
what to tell 

them



Colleagues Would Call



Colleagues Would Call

I didn’t know 
what to tell 

them



I Felt Awful



I Went Into Denial



I began to think about three things that I
never learned in my graduate 

professional training.

No one ever taught us that, in order to be 
ethical and successful professionals, we need to 
“climb trees and see the forests of our lives,” as 
they include the best quality of patient/client 
care, respect for colleagues and for our loved 

ones.



I began to think about three things that I
never learned in my graduate 

professional training.

Specifically, we need to plan for disruptions
In our practices due to death or disability and

For the transition of our practices when we
retire.



My Denial Lasted Until 1999

National Association of Social Workers:

1.07(o) Social workers should take reasonable 

precautions to protect client confidentiality in 

the event of the social worker's termination of 

practice, incapacitation, or death.



And Then, in 2003

American Psychological Association:

6.02(c) Psychologists make plans in advance to 

facilitate the appropriate transfer and to protect 

the confidentiality of records and data in the event

of psychologists’ withdrawal from positions or 

practice.



And Then, in 2006

American Association of Marriage & Family

Therapists:2.5 

Subsequent to the therapist moving from the area, 

closing the practice, or upon the death of the 

therapist, a marriage and family therapist arranges 

for the storage, transfer, or disposal of client 

records in ways that maintain confidentiality 

and safeguard the welfare of clients. 



Also, in 2006

American Counseling Association (A.C.A.): B.6.g. 

Storage and Disposal After Termination:

Counselors store records following termination of 

services to ensure reasonable future access, 

maintain records in accordance with state and 

federal statutes governing records, and dispose 

of client records and other sensitive materials in 

a manner that protects client confidentiality. When 

records are of an artistic nature, counselors obtain 

client (or guardian) consent with regards to handling 

of such records or documents.



American Counseling Association (A.C.A.):

B.6.h. Reasonable Precautions

Counselors take reasonable precautions to 
protect client confidentiality in the event of the 
counselor’s termination of practice, incapacity, or 
death. (See C.2.h.)

C.2.h. Counselor Incapacitation or Termination of 
Practice

When counselors leave a practice, they follow a 
prepared plan for transfer of clients and files. 
Counselors prepare and disseminate to an 
identified colleague or “records custodian” a plan 
for the transfer of clients and files in the case of 
their incapacitation, death, or termination of 
practice.



These Professional Society Ethics Codes 
Are Considered to Represent The 

“Standards Of Care” for All Licensed 
Professionals, Regardless Of Whether 

Or Not They Are Society Members 



“Standards Of Care” May Also Lie In 
Laws/Statutes – Both Federal And State

As examples, consider California’s 
“Tarasoff” statute, or any 

jurisdiction’s statutes regarding child 
abuse reporting, or, at the federal 
level, consider “insider trading” (a 

crime that can be “substantially 
related” to mental health practice.



California Business & Professions Code 
Requiring the Board of Psychology to Rely on 
the APA Ethics Code:

2936. The board shall adopt a program of 
consumer and professional education in 
matters relevant to the ethical practice of 
psychology. The board shall establish as its 
standards of ethical conduct relating to the 
practice of psychology, the "Ethical Principles 
and Code of Conduct" published by the 
American Psychological Association (APA). 
Those standards shall be applied by the board 
as the accepted standard of care in all 
licensing examination development and in all 
board enforcement policies and disciplinary 
case evaluations.



Oregon Revised Statute Regarding 
Unanticipated Termination of Practice:

ORS 858-010-0060 Psychological Records  (2) 
Disposition in case of death or incapacity of the 

licensee. Psychologists and psychologist 
associates shall make necessary arrangements 
for maintenance of and access to client records 

to ensure confidentiality in case of death or 
incapacity of the licensee. 



The licensee shall name a qualified person to 
intercede for client welfare and to make 
necessary referrals, when appropriate, and shall 
keep the Board notified of the name of the 
qualified person. The Board shall not release the 
name of the qualified person except in the case 
of the death or incapacity of the licensee or if the 
licensee is inactive or has resigned and the 
former client is unable to locate the licensee. 

(3) Qualified Person. A qualified person under this 
rule is an active licensee.



And A Good Example Of State Statutes
For Physicians As Well As Non-

Physician Clinicians, Consider Iowa:

Iowa Administrative Code Sec. 2004:
c. Upon a physician’s death or retirement, the sale of a 
medical practice or a physician’s departure from the 
physician’s medical practice:

1) The physician or the physician’s representative
must ensure that all medical records are transferred to 
another physician or entity that is held to the same
standards of confidentiality and agrees to act as custodian
of records. 



Iowa, Continued

2.     The physician shall notify all active patients that
their records will be transferred to another physician or
entity that will retain custody of their records, and that,
at their written request, the records will be sent to another
physician or entity of the patient’s choice.

For non-physician mental health professionals, the Iowa
Administrative Code expressly binds psychologists,
Marriage family therapists, counselors and social workers
to the ethics codes of their national professional societies.



We understand that the American Psychiatric
Association is developing a new ethics code, 
which is planning on including these same 
ethical standards for psychiatrists to follow 

as do the non-physician national professional  
societies.  We also understand that the 

Federation of state Medical Boards may be
adding regulations that are consistent with

non-physician licensing boards.



Standards of Care Defined By Case Law 

When courts reach decisions in cases for which the
testimony of “experts” in mental health is heard, such
testimony may also become the “standard of care” for
like – situated professionals.  

E.G., “The Child Abuse Accommodation Syndrome.”



Why Haven’t We Responded To
A Well-Articulated Standard Of Care? 



Why Haven’t We Responded To
A Well-Articulated Standard Of Care? 

Here’s why the original “I’ll do it for
You if you’ll do it for me” 

“Professional Will” has not been 
embraced: 



The Pope/Vasquez citations which follow 
this slide are protected:

Copyright © 2005 by the American 
Psychological Association. Reproduced 
with permission. How To Survive and 
Thrive as a Therapist: Information, Ideas, 
and Resources for Psychologists in 
Practice.  Kenneth S. Pope, PhD, ABPP; 
Melba J. T. Vasquez, PhD, ABPP.  The use 
of APA information does not imply 
endorsement by APA.



THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE TO 
ASSUME PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY: 

Who would respond effectively in the 
event that you suddenly die or are 
incapacitated? Who can make necessary 
arrangements in a time of great stress; 
take care of matters sensitively, efficiently, 
and effectively; and make sure nothing 
important is overlooked? Who is the best 
person to talk to many, if not all, of your 
clients? A good professional will clearly 
designates a qualified person to serve as 
the executor of the will and explicitly 
authorizes that individual to carry out the 
tasks that the will specifies. 



THE PEOPLE SERVING AS BACKUPS

Life tends to he full of surprises and 
sometimes hesitates to cooperate with our 
plans. At the time he or she needs to step 

in and take charge, the person you 
designated to assume primary 

responsibility may he overseas at a 
conference or on vacation, attending to a 

family emergency, seriously ill, or 
otherwise unavailable. It's important to 
have a second and third designee, each 

ready to step in if necessary.



COORDINATED PLANNING

Coordinated planning can make for a much 
more useful professional will and make it 
easier for the executor to carry it out. You 
can meet with your primary designee and 

both backups to outline what you want done, 
what needs to be done, and what information 

the designee will need. One person may 
think of something that the others have 

overlooked, and what the psychologist may 
think "goes without saying" ("You all know 

that bookshelf where I keep my appointment 
book, don't you?") may need clarification for 

the will's executor.



YOUR OFFICE, ITS KEYS, AND ITS 
SECURITY.   In addition to providing your 

office address, it's helpful to be as specific 
as possible about where each key to your 
office can be found. For example, "There 

are four copies of the key to my office. One 
is on the key ring I always carry with me. It 

is the key with the blue plastic on it. My 
partner, whose contact information is 

______, also has a key to the office. My 
secretary, whose contact information is 

_________, has a key. The building 
manager, who can be contacted in an 

emergency at ________, has a key.



YOUR SCHEDULE:

Where is your schedule kept? In a daily planner 
you keep with you, in an appointment book at the 
office, on your computer, or in a personal digital 

assistant (PDA)? Once the record of your 
scheduled appointments has been located, is 

additional information needed to access it? For 
example, if you keep your schedule on your 

computer, what passwords are used to log on and 
access the schedule? Where on the drive is the 

schedule kept? What are the names of the relevant 
files? Is there a backup somewhere if the copy on 

your computer has become corrupted of if the 
computer itself is unavailable (e.g., destroyed in 

an office fire or earthquake or stolen)?



AVENUES OF COMMUNICATION FROM 
CLIENTS AND COLLEAGUES:

Do clients and colleagues contact you 
through an answering machine, e-mail, or 
other method? Clearly describe each one 
and how the person implementing your 

professional will can access the messages. 
What is the code used to retrieve 

messages from your answering machine? 
What are the names of any relevant e-mail 

accounts, along with the user name, 
password, server address for receiving and 
sending mail (POP and SMTP), [encryption 

codes] and so on?



Client Record and Contact Information:

Depending on the method of notification 
you choose, the person implementing your 

professional will may need to initiate 
contact with your clients. He or she may 

also need to return calls from clients whose 
message lacks a return number. A 

professional will needs to include clear 
instructions about how to locate and access 
client records and contact information. The 
ability to locate treatment records promptly 

may become exceptionally important 
because the sudden death of a therapist 

may trigger a crisis for some clients. 



Client Record and Contact Information:

The professional will should also 
designate whether the person 

implementing the will or someone else 
will maintain the therapist's client 
records. This information can he 

announced in the local newspapers or 
filed with the state psychology 

licensing board and state 
psychological association.



CLIENT NOTIFICATION: Therapists may 

choose one or more methods to notify 

clients of their death. They can choose to 

have their executor call each client, place a 

notice in the local newspaper, change the 

outgoing message on the answering 

machine to include the announcement or 

ask clients to call the clinician implementing 

the deceased therapist's professional will, 

or by letter. It is worth spending some time 

considering the potential impact of each 

method in terms of the Golden Rule and 

how each of the current and former clients 
might respond



COLLEAGUE NOTIFICATION: Which 

colleagues should be notified immediately? 

Are you a member of a group practice or do 

you share a suite of offices with someone? 

Are there clinicians who provide 

consultation or supervision to you on a 

regular basis, or are there clinicians who 

receive those services from you? Do you 

co-lead a therapy group or family sessions 

with anyone? Are there conferences or 

workshops that you present on a regular 
basis?



ATTORNEY FOR PROFESSIONAL 
ISSUES

It's useful to provide contact 
information for an attorney whom 
the psychologist has consulted 

for practice issues.



BILLING RECORDS, PROCEDURES, 
AND INSTRUCTIONS: The person 

whom the professional will 
designates to take charge will need to 

know where the billing records are, 
how to access them (e.g., if they are 
maintained by computer software), 

who prepares and processes the bills 
(e.g., a billing service, accountant, or 

office clerical worker), and how 
pending charges are to be handled.



EXPENSES:

How have the psychologist preparing the 
professional will and the person designated 
to serve as professional executor decided 
that the executor will be compensated? 
Perhaps the easiest arrangement is at the 
executor's customary hourly rate, but other 
approaches can be used (e.g., a flat fee, a 
token payment, the executor declining any 
compensation for rendering this service to 
a friend, or a contribution to a charity 
chosen by the executor). A professional will 
needs to include clear instructions about 
how all business-related expenses are to be 
paid.



YOUR PERSONAL WILL:

To avoid unintended problems and 
conflicts, it's helpful to review both your 
professional will and your personal will 
side by side to ensure they are 
consistent. If a personal will, for 
example, directs all its assets to be 
disbursed in a certain way but makes 
no mention of the funds to be used to 
pay the executor of your professional 
will, problems can arise. It is useful if 
each will makes explicit reference to the 
other.



LEGAL REVIEW: A review of the 
professional will by an attorney skilled and 

experienced in mental health law can 
prevent numerous problems. The executor 
of the professional will can consult with the 
attorney should any legal quandaries arise 
in the days, weeks, and months after the 

psychologist's death. The attorney can also 
advise on whether, in light of state 

legislation and case law, the professional 
will is best authenticated simply by the 

signatures of disinterested witnesses, the 
seal of a notary, or other means.



COPIES OF THE PROFESSIONAL WILL:

Copies of your professional will can be 
given to those designated as potential 
executors and to your attorney. Some 
psychologists may consider making special 
arrangements to ensure the executors' 
access to such information as their 
passwords for retrieving e-mail and 
answering machine messages is granted 
only after their death. This avoids having 
this confidential information distributed to 
others in multiple copies of the will.



REVIEW AND UPDATE:

People, practices, times, and situations 
change. A professional will that is perfectly 
suited to us when we draw it up may have 

out-of-date contact information and aspects 
that don't fit us well at all just a year or two 

later. It's helpful to review a professional will 
on a regular basis-say, once a year-and 

make an immediate update whenever there 
is a significant change in our 

circumstances.



And, For Psychiatrists

How about Medications?
What Happens If A Patient Is 
Out Of Meds At A Time When

You Become Unable To 
Practice?



And, For Good Measure:

With the original dyadic model
(“I’ll do it for you if you do it for 

me”), one of you will have to
do it again (and maybe again 

and again), because the odds of 
simultaneous passing are less 

than slim!



So How About The “Team Model”?”



How many years does the 
team need

to stay together?  What’s 
the probability

That a group will continue 
to function

productively and 
cooperatively for, say,

15-25 years? 



So Why Haven’t We Responded To
A Well-Articulated Standard Of Care? 

No matter which “model” 
we choose……

We are lousy record-
keepers!

We are lousy record-
storers!

Senior colleagues often 
practice in greater 

isolation than more junior 
colleagues!   And….

We’re in denial!!!!!



Regulatory Perspectives on the Problem

My visits with ASPPB, the BBS The
Federation of State Medical Boards



Regulatory Perspectives on the Problem

Without sufficient support, 
Regulation has limits to its

Effectiveness!



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

Our first model, and what we learned

“Transition Specialists”



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

Three options (all are HIPAA-Compliant):
1. Practice Management Company
2. For computer-oriented professionals 
3. Legal Assistants (annual visits)



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

Three services:
1. Subscription
2. Emergency
3. Retirement/Practice Sales



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

Relationships with malpractice insurance 
companies



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

Objection List

Here’s a sampling of what colleagues
have said to us:



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

As much as I hate to say it, I’m cheap!

Malpractice Insurance vs. P-LP



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

“I’m embarrassed to even think this, but I 
don’t keep good records.  In fact, there are 

some cases for which I don’t have any 
records.  I can’t stand the idea of 

colleagues finding this out, so I really can’t 
plan for transitioning my practice when I 

can’t practice anymore.”



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

I Don’t Like/Trust Entrepreneurial Colleagues –
I Actually Think That I’m Jealous



The “Objection List”

“I’m not gonna be there!”

But your patients/clients 
will be there…

And your family/friends 
and colleagues are going 

to be there…

And all of those people 
will be grieving!



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

What do I care?  I won’t be there!

“If the doctor died and did not transfer the practice 
to someone else, you might have to check your local 

Probate Court to see whether the doctor has an 
executor for his or her estate. You could then contact 

the executor to see if you can get a copy of the 
records. Depending on how much time has passed, 

whoever is appointed as the custodian of  records can 
have the records destroyed.” (Med Bd. Of CA)



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

We are finding that a corollary to the “what 
do I care?  I won’t be there” argument for 

failure to plan for practice transitions due to 
death or disability is the fantasy that, other 

than inconvenience and upset over the failure 
to plan, there is no real danger to patients/
clients, family members and colleagues as a 

result of failure to plan.
Sorry, but we beg to differ. 



The “Objection List”

“So what?  What’re            

they gonna do?  

Sue me?



The “Objection List”

14 States provide a right of legal action
against the estate of a professional 
for health care records access violations!
These include: CA, DE, IL, LA, MD, MA,
NH, NY, TN, WA, WV, WI, WY.
all of the remaining jurisdictions provide
for complaints to be made to HIPAA.



Practice-Legacy Programs®

“we do it all for you”

You mean I can actually “sell” my practice?  
Make it part of my estate?  Make it so that 
my family/heirs benefit from all the work I 

have done to become a successful
practitioner?  



Thanks very much!!!


